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This System was chosen by Four Houses for the building of a unique orbital industrial facility, which is many 
times bigger than the one located in New Berlin, having at its centre a planet with two moons. The main 
station here is the Pusin Dock operated by the Zoners faction. But there are also other docks controlled by 
other factions; for example the Junkers, Universal Shipping, Deep Space Engineering and others. All these 
factions were attracted here by the vision of huge profits and as a result a really impressive industrial facility 
was built. This however has led to a rise in crime rates to a such an unexpected level, that the Bretonian 
government decided to build a permanent police station, which is also part of the WoS industrial complex.

Many of the independent pilots likes this System because of its production of ships with unique design 
features, resultings in high traffic flow through the gate from the X-3043 System. In local bars rumours also 
circulate about the regular presence of The Order, which has its own interest here with special Cruisers 
being built and then disappearing. Order's ships do not use the Nomad Jump-Gate to the X-3043 System 
and it is therefore most likely that this System has other connections which are not known of publicly.

1. Bases 

Pusin Dock
Mostar Dock
Lagos Dock
Tilsit Dock
Venlo Dock
Moers Dock
Pharos Dock
Rodgau Dock

2. Unsettled Planets & Moons

Planet Death
Sniough (moon)

Itbel (moon)

3. Jump Holes 
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4. Jump Gates 

X-3043

5. Wrecks 

none
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Shipyards of Tilsit Dock Industrial Facility Main station - Pusin Dock Planet Death and its moons
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